Thursday, November 10

9:00 to 9:30  Continental Breakfast

9:30 to 9:45  Brief introductions

9:45 to 10:45  Current NIA Research Funding Priorities
               John Haaga

10:45 to 11:00  Break

11:00 to Noon  Population-Based Aging Research Resources at UM
               Ken Langa
               Vicki Freedman
               Jim McNally

Noon to 1:00  Lunch

1:00 to 1:30  Clinical Research Opportunities on Aging and Dementia at UM
              Hank Paulson

1:30 to 2:00  Aging Policy Research at U-M
              Erica Solway

2:00 to 2:15  Break

2:15 to 4:00  Research Roundtable (Junior faculty present current research idea in 10
              minutes, with 10 minutes for feedback / discussion from the group.

4:00 to 4:30  MiCDA Pilot Grant Program and Wrap-up